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CRAFTER I
INTRODUCTION

The writer hopes to give the situation and some facts
related to the boy's supervised farming programs at the
Austin County High School in Sealy, Texas.

With these facts

and resources give a proposed plan for better supervised
farming programs based on the individual needs and with what
the boys have to work.
I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem in vocational agriculture at the Austin
County High School in Sealy, Texas is that of building supervised farming programs that will provide opportunities for
boys to become established in farming.
II.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

Vocational agriculture has been taught at the Austin
County High School continuously since 1948.

According to

cumulative records, project records, records of students
who have finished school and recent surveys, the following
facts represents the reasons why better supervised farming
programs are necessary:
1.
2.

Students do not make sufficient money from their
farming enterprises.
students are not becoming established in farming
after graduation.

2

3.

Farming progr ams have not, to a large extent,
improved farm homes.

4.

Approved practices are not generally accepted by
the community .

5.

As evidenced by. the great exodus of farm families

to the city, farm programs have not increased
interest in agriculture .
6.

The supervised farming programs have not reached
the net income in the senior year to interest
boys 1n the farming business .
III .

REVIBW OF LITERATURE

The writer has found in this study that a number of
people have written on the subject of building satisfactory
supervised farming programs .

Most of the authors have dealt

with the subject more or less on general terms .

Following

are some of the .authors and their works :
Glen

c.

Cook, in his book , A Handbook~ Teaching~-

cational Agricultur~ , sets up over all objectives of vocational
agriculture with principles, methods and procedures .

The book

is designed to tell how and to develop an understanding of the
philosophy behind the techniques suggested .

His book includes

suggestions pertaining to all phasea· of vocational education
in agriculture •
George P. Deyo wrote specifically on supervised farming
programs in the book entitled Supervised Farming in Vocational
Agriculture .

This book is designed to provide a detailed

statement of principles and procedures for conducting these
activities, and it is intended for use in colleges teaching

3

vocational agriculture a~ well as a guide for teachers in
the field of vocational agriculture .
Lloyd p . Phipps revised the Handbook.£!!, Teaching vocational Agriculture by Cook.

Basically the books are the

same with additions and some sections being more up to date
than Cook's book .
There are many other authors who have contributed to
the work in the supervised farming programs .

Other authors

give results of their experiences which usually deal with
only one phase of supervised farming .

They give ideas that

have worked for them in their situations and imply that they
may be helpful in solving the same and similar problems .
It is the opinion of the writer that after reviewing
the works of other writers, the problem of Austin County
High School could be solved through a combination of ideas
from other writers .

These ideas will be tried in hope that

the problem will be solved.
. IV •

STATEMEN'I' OF THE DIVISION

The thesis is divided int.o three main parts .

The

first part introduces the study and gives some essential facts
leading up to the problem.
why there is a problem .

The se facts may also give reasons

The second part gives ideals and

principles that are reconuhended by authorities in the field
of supervised farming programs and from authors that are not
directly connected with supervised farming but have principles

4

that apply thereto .

Finally, the principles are fused with

the existing situation and a possible solution to the problem
is projected, with recommendations and conclusions on how
better supervised farming programs may be formulated .
IV .

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

The procedure used for developing this thesis is
through surveys of the county with reference to resources and
facts relative to the situation .

The data was secured from

books written on the subject, professional magazines, bulletins,
interviews with other agricultural agencies of the county,
farmers and students .

The agricultural census and soil survey

maps were also studied to gather data for this study •

•

CHAPTER II
THE COUNTY srrUATION AS IT RELATES

TO AGR IC ULT URE
Before any comprehensive or workable plan can be formulated for supervised farming in vocational agriculture the
individual and community needs must be discovered .

This

chapter will be devoted to giving the physical characteristics
and agricultural resources of the community .

It will show the

problems and the kind of farm problems they need to solve .
Austin County is situated in the southern central
part of the state .

The Brazos River borders the east and

the San Bernado River borders the southwest side of the
county .

The sections near the Brazos River are devoted

mostly to cotton, corn, and hay .

The sections near the San

Bernado River are devoted to peanuts, corn, watermelons and
pastures .
The nationality of the people of Austin County are
Germans, Polish, Czechoslovakians, whites and Negroes .
Negroes make up one-fourth of the total population.
There are five post office towns serving a total
population of 14,663 according to the last census report .
There are seven elementary and one high school for
Negroes .

The one high school has been in operation since 1948.
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Most of the children enrolled in these schools live on the
farm .

over eighty - five percent of the students enrolled in

the high school are transfer students from other districts .
There are nineteen churches for Negroes in the county
but no -recreation centers .

Also no organized recreation is

available other than school sponsored recreation during the
school months .
The average distance from farm to trading center is
five mile s.

Approximately one - half of the farmers have good

farm to market roads .

Approximately eighty- five percent of

the farmers have electricity .
I.

THE TYPES OF SOIL AND THEIR EFFECT

ON AGRICULTURE
Below is a table prepared from data of soil survey
maps of Austin County released by the Soil Conservation
Service .

The following drainage classes will represent most

of the soil of Austin County .

Class I represents soil that

is well drained, Class II, medium drained, and Class III,
poorly drained .

7

TABLE I
SOILS OF AUSTIN COUNTY

Types of Soil
1.

Deep fine textured permeable
soils of the blackland

Drainage
Class

Proportion
of Area
(Percent)

I

15

I

ll

I

I

2.

Deep fine medium blackland

3.

Deep fine textured slowly
permeable coastal prairie

II

5

Deep course textured coastal
prairie

II

1

Deep course textured slowly
permeable forested costal
plains

II

34

4.

5.

-

6.

7.

a.

9.

Deep medium textured slowly
permeable forested costal
plains .
Bottomland soils of the
forested costal plains
Deep course textured freely
permeable soils of the costal
plains
Bottomland soils of the
bottomland

III

22

II

2

I

1

II

9

8

According to the United States Department of Agriculture Census there are 423,680 acres in the county .

In

the central part of the county 173,119 acres are devoted
to ranching, peanuts and watermelons .

Twenty-eight percent

of the cultivated land has good drainage while the remainder

In the light of

is either medium drained or poorly drained .
these factors most of the land is productive .

II .

THE FARM POPULATION BY TENURE OF
NON-WHITES (NEGROES)

As shown in the preceding p:i.ragraph the soils of

Austin County are productive, the Negro and his relationship to this soil and how much of it he owns or farm will
be shown in Table 2 .

TABLE II
FARM TENURE OF NON-WHITES AND NUMBErl OF AC
Tenure

Number

Number of Acres

Farm Operators

330

17,004

Tenants

166

6,702

Owners

101

5,097

Part Owners

63

3,384

Croppers

62

1,821
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Approximately twenty-nine percent of the total land
farmed by Negroes is farmed by owners .

Dividing the total

acres farmed by the number of operators there would be fifty one and five tenth acres for each family .

According to an

interview with Farm Home Administration personnel of this
county an efficient family - type farm management unit should
have ninety acres or more to justify a loan to buy a farm .
Using this source of information as a criteria for judging,
the average family has one-half enough land for efficient
farming purposes .

III .

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS OF AUSTIN COUNTY

The climatic conditions play an all important part
in any section of the county a s far as agriculture is concerned.
They are the balance between success and failure with all other
factors being equal .

10

TABLE III
CLIMATE OVER A PERIOD OF TWENTY YEARS IN AUSTIN COUNTY
{taken from a Texas Almanac)
1.

2.

Temperature
Month

Mean

January
July

53.9
84.2

Growing Season
Average date of last killing frost
Average date of first killing frost
Average length of growing season

3.

February 28
November 29
274 days

Precipitation
Month
January
April
July
October
Annual Rainfall

Amount
3.30
3.59
3.30
3.98
41.42

There are few limitations to the number of crops that
could be grown in the county with reference to the climate.
The length of the growing season is adequate for most of the
crops grown.
State regulations governing the planting and harvesting dates for cotton have made farmers plant and harvest
cotton early.
The average annual rainfall is usually sufficient for
most of the crops but is usually not sufficient to keep

11
unimprove d pastures productive throughout the hot dry summer
months .

This makes it necessary for farmers to improve and

plant s~pplementary pastures .

Where farmers are limited in

acreages or renting, not much improvement is done .
IV.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR FARMERS IN AUSTIN COUNTY

An interview was he l d with the owners or managers

of firms to determine the extent to which Negro farmers are
employed in jobs off the farm .

There are six payroll firms

in the county . - The total number of farmers employed for
short periods was 23 and the average length of employment is
two month and 10 days .

There is seasonal employment at 5

cotton gins that employ 12 Negro farmers during the cotton
ginning season that last from late July until mid-October .
There is seasonal employment at 4 feed mills which employ
approximately seven men .
Judging from the survey made by the writer it could
be said that the employment opportunities for the mass of
Negroes is not so good, but seasonal employment such as
chopping cotton, baling hay and picking cotton has made it
possible for many farmers and urban people to remain stable ;
however it is doubtful if they enjoy a fair income .
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V.

STATUS OF BOYS ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE WITH REFERENCES TO
SUPERVISED N\RMING

A study of the crunty situation showing some of the

social, economic and phy$ical characteristics of the county
with reference to Negro farmers has been given .

At this

point some consideration will be given to the boys and how
they fit into the situation .
All boys who enroll in school are required to take
vocational agriculture . · This eliminates the procedure of
selecting boys who wish to enter into the occupation of
farming .
A number of boys live in the urban sections whose

parents do not farm and who have never farmed .

The only

experience some of the boys have had is that of farm laborer .
This, in the opinion of the writer, is not a good experience
to induce them into farming .
The following is the results of a survey conducted to
determine the status of the boys enrolled in vocational
agriculture •
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TABLE IV
RESULT OF A SURVEY OF THE 44 STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN AUSTIN COUNTY

Item
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
mules
Number
Number
Number
Numher
Number

whose parents farm
whose parents ovm farms
who own homes
not living on farm
who rent farming land
who own cattle
who own hogs
f a rming with hors s or
f a rming with trac tor
who own or rent pa sture
living with both par ent s
living with one µ; rent
living with guardians

Total Number
22
11
24

15
18
26
35

15
14
11
27
5

13

Percent
50
25
54 . 5
34

40 . 8
59
79
34

31 . 8
25
61.3
11 . 3
29

As we have seen from the county situation the amotmt
of land available to farmers is not sufficient for the farm
family and in many instances there is the problem of finding
sufficient space for the student to have a supervised farming
program where

he can eventually become established in farming.

From the survey of students it is evident that the
greatest problem is with the 50% of students whose parents
d? not farm.

The fact that only 50% of the students parents

farm and 79% keep livestock could be confusing .

There are a

number of students whose paren ts ovm an acre plot with home
and keep livestock for family use but at the same time work
out of the county on various jobs .

CHAPTER III
SUPERVISED FARMING PROGRAMS IN
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Hammond says:
The primary aim in vocational agriculture under
the organic vocational education act (Smith- Hughes
Act of 1917) is to train present and prospective
farmers for proficiency in farming . The aim cannot
be 'accomplished without supervised farming . This
vital element in the program was written into the
Federal Act in these words: "Schools shall provide
for directed or supervised practice in agriculture,
either on a farm provided by the school or other
farm, for at least six months per year . 11 1
Raines states that:
The ultimate goal or objective in developing a
farming program is to so guide the boy that within
a reasonable time following the close of his four
years in high school he may become established in
farming in his own right, reasonably free from debt . 2
I.

CHAmCTERISTICS OF A GOOD FARMING PROGRAM

While farming programs vary in the number, kind and
scope of activities included in different sections of the
country, there are certain characteristics that should be
considered in evaluating such programs .

Some of the character-

istics of a desirable program of supervised farming as given
1carsie Hammond, Teaching Agriculture, (first edition;
New York: McGraw- Hill Book Company, 1950), P • 171 .
2E . L. Raines "Working Toward Sound Objectives in
Farming Programs~• Th~ Agricultural Education Magazine, Vol .
14, {September, 1941), 47 .
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by Cook

3

are:

1.

It is of sufficient scope and difficulty to be
challenging to the student .

2.

It provides for the development of a large number
of needed abilities essential to success in
farming .

3.

It contains production projects of a size that
will provide opportunity for the student to make
a satisfactory profit .

4.

It contains production projects, improvement
projects and a number of supplementary farm
practices .

5.

It will result in the adoption by the student of
a considerable number of approved practices .

6.

It will lead toward established farming through
the accumulation of capital, land, livestock,
farm equipment, and credit .

7.

It will contribute to farm family living . ·

a.

It will demand the respect of the pi.rents, the
community and the students .

9.

rt will provide opportunity for expansion each
year and will grow into a long .time farming
program.
II.

THE OBJECTIVES OF A SUPERVISED

FARMING PROGRAM
Deyoe points out that:
While it is true that directed or supervised
practices in agriculture is a specification in the
3 01en c. Cook Handbook on Teaching Vocational Agriculture , {Danville, i111nois: Interstate Printing Company,
i947), PP • 298- 299 .
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original Smith-Hughes Act as passed by the sixtyfourth congress , enlightened teachers of vocational
agriculture are not content to accept this as the
sole reason for giving it their support . such
teachers are interested in probing into the aims or
purposes of supervised farming and in going beyond
the perfunotory performance of their responsibilities
relative to it . 4
Some of the aims or objectives of supervised farming
which are implied and agreed upon by several writers are as
follows:
l.

Supervised farming provides experience which contribute to the development of abilities needed
for proficiency in farming of the type 1n which
the student is likely to engage .

2.

Supervised farming provides a means for earning
money .

3.

Supervised farming aids in progressive establishment in farming .

4.

Supervised farming leads to improvement in the home
farm business .

5.

Supervised farming leads to improved farming 1n the
community .

6.

Supervised farming contributes to the attractiveness of farm homes and farm. life .

7.

Supervised farming leads to increased interest in
agriculture and in farming .

8.

Supervised farming aids in the development of
attitudes and abilities of cooperation .

9.

Supervised farming may provide "try-out" exploratory
experiences with certain phases of farming .

4George p. Deyoe, Supervised Farming in Vocational
!Briculture, (Danville, Ill .: Interstate Printing Co., 1947}
p. 18.

CHAPTER IV
PLANNING A SUPERVISED FARMING PROGRAM
Hamlin states that:
Planning a program of agricultural education for
a community school is a comprehensive and intricate
task involving many people . If an agricultural
department is to be largely freed from state and
federal controls to plan a program tailor- made for its
community, as it should be, there must be assurance
that the job will be well done and with the gene:m.l
welfare in mind as well as the welfare of the community , Programs.will have to be revised continuously if
they are to serve the future rather than the past .
Programs , like policies , should be made by those who
are to be affected by them . 5
I.

PLANNING W.ITH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

Before meeting with school administrators the instructor should carefully think through the aims and purposes
of comprehensive farming programs and have some objectives to

present to the local administrators .

In this way it will be

easier for him to explain what he hopes to accomplish and
some ways and means of achieving these objectives .

The in-

structor should make sure that the administrators understand

the primary aim of vocational agriculture to train present
and prospective farmers for proficiency in farming .
The instructor must develop understanding with the
administrators so that they will have a realization that some
5Herbert M. Hamlin, Agricultural Education in
g.fttununity Schools (Danville , Ill . : Interstate Print'Ing
ompany, 1949), p . 90 .
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of the most effective teaching is done outside of the four
walls of the classroom and that much of the instruction is
car ried on where the job is to be done .

The following

techniques have been successfully used in developing understandings with school administrators:
1.

Invite the members to go on field tours to
observe supervised farming programs .
Invite members to attend parent - son get- together
and participate in the program.
Prepare monthly report of visits to farms for the
administrator and board members to review .

4.

Take pictures of ac~ivities and show to members.
Prepare news items illustrated with pictures for
the local paper and see that all members receive
a copy of it .

6.

Invite them to attend classes, including the farm
mechanics instruction .
Invite them to attend N. F. A. meetings .

6

The instructor should have a program showing a list
of crops and livestock grown on the farm of the students
enrolled in vocational agriculture .

He should have

list of

a11 of the problems related to supervised farming and get the
endorsement of the administrators on the program .

II.

PLANNING WITH PARENTS

There are many reasons why the instructor must have
the parents cooperation in developing a program of supervised
6 cook,

op.~ • , PP • 313-314.
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farming for their sons which will lead toward satisfactory
establishment in farming .
Cook 7 are as follows:

Some of the reasons as given by

1.

To encourage the student .

2.

To provide opportunities for the student to
develop a comprehensive program, including in
addition to improvement projects and supplenentary
farm practices, a number of suitable production
projects . This is essential as students need
projects involving ovmership .

3.

To permit the student to adopt and put into effect
a large number of approved practices .

4.

To provide opportunity for the student to properly
care for his program and to learn through experience . The work should be done by the student .

5.

To back the instructor in guiding the boy in
developing and maintaining a sound, well balanced
farming program .

6.

To assist the instructor in developing desirable
working habits in the students .

7.

To assist the instructor in supervising the
student .

a.

To permit the student to have the money made as
net labor income from his program and to exercise
sound judgment on how the money is used .

9.

To encourage the student and assist him in keeping
complete and accurate records .

There are two methods that could be used by instructors
to plan with parents:
The instructor contacts the i:arents on the home
farm and ask them what they think their son should

20

study . If parents are to assume the responsibility
of providing practical experience, they should have
a lot to say about the course content in vocational
agriculture .
A group of parents where a number of farmers whose
sons are in the ~ame class in vocational agriculture
meet from time to t ime to decide which are the important problems their sons should study . This method
differs from the previous one only in that a group of
farmers collectively instead of individually discuss
the problem. Whereever this method has been tried it
has shown great promise and the farmers are enthusi astic about it . They seem to like the idea of getting
together in small group meetings to talk about ~heir
sons ' work . a

III.

PLANNING WITH THE BOYS

Cook has this - to say about planning with boys:
The students as well as parents must understand
the objectives of vocational agriculture and the
fundamental principles back of the supervised farming
programs . They must understand why it is important
for them to not only have production projects which
involve ownership but also why they should have improvement projects and supplementary farm practices .
The meaning of these different activities must be
discussed with the students and the realization of
their importance, aims and values established in the
minds of the students . 9
In planning with the boy the instructor provides
books, bulletins, films, slides, field trips and outside
speakers.

After availing himself of these aids, the boy,

considering his needs and ovm home experience make a list of
the problems he thinks he should study .

A strong feature of

8Frederick Tom, Supervised Farming Programs in Vocational Education (Albany, New York: The University of the
state of New York, 1954), PP • 12-13 .
9

Cook,~•~ • , P • 318 .
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this method is that the boys is made to feel that what he
wants to study is taken into consideration.
If we are to do our best job of assisting students to
solve their farm problems we must first assist them in recognizing and analyzing conditions already existing on their
home farm on the local situation .
What is meant by local situation?

Richards states

that:

It means the recognition and analysis of the
conditions existing on the farms in the community,
especially on the farms of our students . More
specifically it may be said that it is the farm
practice or lack of approved prac~ices being followed
by the students on which the job or problem being
studied in class is based. If the teacher is to take
the student from where he is to where he should be ,
then it is important for both the teacher and student 10
to know the exact condition of the students~home farm.
Phipps adds that:
Teacher pupil planning of obj ctives and goals is
necessary for the effective use of problems in the
classroom. The attempt to base instruction on
problems without first developing meaningful objectives
through teacher- pupil planning is a farce . Pupils do
not have problems in farming unless they have goals.11
Using the ideas just mentioned it is clearly pointed
out that in planning with boys the teacher will need to make
a survey of the home conclitions of the boys enrolled in vocational agriculture, and both the teacher and boys clearly
lOc . E. Richards,

11 Using

the Local Situation in TeachinS:'

~ Agricultural Education Magazine, Vol . 24 (September, 1951),

llFloyd J . Phipps, 'Objectives and Problem Solvin~• The
~icultural Education Magazine, Vol . 24 (September, 1951)00 •
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understand the problems .

When setting goals and objectives

the major objective of vocational agriculture must be consider ed and broken down into terms of effective abilitie s.
The major objectives of voca tjonal agriculture th t
must be a t tained to secure proficiency in farming are the
development of eff ective ability a s given by Deyoe : 12
1.

Make a beginning and advance in farming

2.

Produce farm commodities efficiently .

3.

Market farm products advantageous ly .

4.

Conserve soil and other national resources .

5.

Manage a f arm bus iness .

6.

Maintain a favorable envir onment .

For each of the major objectives the teacher and the
students should determine what abilit i es are ne eded to solve
the problems that were found from the survey mater ial .

The

abilities that are needed become the immediate objectives
of the students .

From the objectives comes goals that ar e

to be reached and a basis for instruction .

IV .

DEVELOPING A PROGR

OF

PUBLIC RELATIONS
When the supervised farming programs are developed or
are in the process of being developed with the boy , something

23

else will be needed in order for them to have the desired
effects in the community.

Somehow the boy should know that

others are watching his program, and other people should know
that he has one, and that they should be interested.

To

accomplish this a program of public relations is necessary .
In regards to public relations Phipps states:

13

Enlisting the aid of the public in developing a
program and keeping the public informed of its
progress and accomplishments are the principle componeniE of a program of public relations. The
proposed program, progress reports and annual evaluation report should be published or otherwise widely
distributed. Comments and suggestions regarding these
reports should be solicited and considered in the
revision of the program. The public cannot be
expected to cooperate to the fullest extent unless
they have a clear understanding of the aims and
_purposes and the possible achievements of vocational
agriculture.
WHAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A

V.

SUPERVISED FARMING PROGRAM

It is assumed that the program of agricultural education of a community school should be reduced to writing
There is not much hope that there will be an adequate program
Unless it is.

Two parts of a program are apparently needed.

A section dealing with the general policies might be

these according to Hamlin:

1.

14

Community needs
a. Needs already agreed upon
b. Plans for further studies to locate needs

13 Phipps,

9.£· ~•, P• 90 •
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2.

Evaluation
a. An estimate of the current program indicating
the strength and weaknesses.
b. Plans for further systematic evaluations of
the outcome of the program and of the
facilities available for conducting a program.

3.

Relationships
a. To the total school program
b. To the state program of agricultural
education.
c. To the program of other agencies of agricultural education.
d. To the community in general.
e. To the total environment.

A section dealing with ways and means of carrying

these policies into effect developed by the teacher with
assistance of students, the school administrator, other
teachers and professional help, Hamlin adds, would include:
1.

High school program
a. Courses and sequence of courses
b. Teaching procedure
c. Supervised practice
d. The N. F. A. and its subsidiaries

2.

Personnel work
a. Selection of students
b. Guidance
c. Placement
d. Follow-up

3.

Facilities
a. Buildings
b. Library
c. Visual aids

4.

Professional improvement of the teacher

5.

Calendar
a. Monthly activi
b. Special events

15 es

14Hamlin, ~•~•,PP• 98-9 9

15Ibid., PP• 99-100

CHAPTER V
THE SUPERVISED FARMrnG PROGRAM

In the justification of the proble~ in the introductory chapt er a number of weak points were noted relative
to the supervised farming programs .

Consideration will be

given to t h e meaning of supervised farming and what should
be included in a program so as to establish a guide for
building an effective program .

The following is a definition

of supervised farming as sta ted by Cook:

16

Supervised farming consists of all the farming
activities of educational value conducted by students
enrolled in vocational agriculture and for which
systematic instruction and supervision is provided
by the teacher .
Since it is the ultimate objective of the vocational
agriculture department to train boys to become satisfactorily
established in farming , the supervised farming program is a
very essential part of the program from the standpoint of
experience .

The type of activities that should be included

in the supervised farming program are: (1) the productive
Project, (2) the improvement project and (3) supplementa ry
farm practices .

The J. R. Banks Li 0 1' r -,
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I.

PRODUCTIVE PROJECTS

The meaning of productive projects as given by Deyoe
i s: 17
A productive project is a business venture for
experience and profit which as a minimum usually
covers a period of time represented by a production
cycle of a farm enterprise .
Productive projects for boys are usually classified
into three groups (a) the major project which is a production
project which should yield the major portion of the students'
income .

It is the more important type of project in the

students' farming program .

(b) The minor project is a pro-

duction project which normally yields less income than the
major project in a student's supervised farming program, and
(c) contributory projects the products of which are consumed
or utilized in the conducting of the major or minor project.
The productive projects are the part of the boys
supervised farming program that must make money in order to
interest him to the extent that he will want to go into
farming .

If the productive projects are to be successful,

some criteria should be used in the selection of projects.
The following is a list of criteria which should be useful
in the selection of projects :

1.

The type of farming in the connnunity and on the
home farms .

-------------------17Deyoe, .££• ~

• ,PP• 54-59 .
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Possibilities of home farm improvement.
Attitude of the boy's plrents.

4.

Financial status of the boy and his parents.
Boy's likes and dislikes.

6.

Abilities and experiences of the boy.

7.

Probable financial returns.

a.

Equipment, land and feed available.
Educational value.

10.

Aid in establishment in farming. 18
II.

IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

Another part of the supervised farming program is the
improvement project.

The meaning of the improvement project

as stated by Deyoe is:
An improvement project is an undertaking which
improves the real estate value of the farm, the
efficiency of the farm business or of a farm enterprise, or the living conditions 9f the farm family. 19

The improvement project consists of a number of
related activities of jobs that provide a basis for vitalized
instruction.

The jobs will usually furnish an outlet for

experiences in skills acquired in the farm shop at school.

1 8Kerm1t J. Peterson, "Suggestions for Selecting and
Planning Production Projects," The Agricultural Eduoational
Magazine, Vol. 14 (January, 1942),° 127.
19 neyoe, op. cit., P• 55.

-

-
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usually the boy has no ownership in an improvement project,
nor dre s it provide any direct income for him.

It represents

a willingness on the boy's part to contribut~ to the well
being of the family group of which he is a member and at the
same time obtain valuable experiences for his own development.

III.

SUPPLEMENTARY FARM PRACTICES

Deyoe reported that:
Supplementary farm practices are jobs outside of
those already included as normal parts of a student's
productive and improvement projects, which are undertaken by him for additional experience or skill or
for improving the efficiency of the home farm.20
The supplementary farm practices provide for the
needed experiences which would otherwise be lacking in his
program.

If the boy is to be established in farming there

are a number of jobs that will have to be done.

These jobs

may not be included in his productive and improvement projects
but at the same time they are necessary for proficiency in
farming.

It might be said that the supplementary farm jobs

are a "catch all" that has not been covered otherwise.
Morford states that:
Supplementary farm practices offer a means for
develo in the students ability in doing definite
approv~d ~arm jobs. Doing the job not only improves
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the efficiency of thg student but also increases
his self confidence . 1
The home is an ideal set-up for teaching supplementary
farm practices and it is valuable only when the practices
taught are used at home .
be

According to Morford students should

encouraged to put into practice the jobs learned.

As

an

incentive for supplementary farm jobs he suggested a score
card to be used by each student, listing the various jobs to
be

done and giving a certain number of points for each

practice completed.

The student should have close supervision

and credit should be given to the student with the greatest
number of points .

21v. J . Morford, "Developing a Program of supplementary
Practices," The Agricultural Education Magazine, vol . 10,
(December, 1937), 109.

CHAPTER VI
A PROPOSED SUPER.VISED FARMING PROGRAM AT
THE AUSTIN COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
In the preceding chapters the situation or status of
the county as a whole has been given.

The recommendations

of leading authorities in the field or agriculture were
reviewed .

The writer hopes to use the situation and the

recommendations in an attempt to formulate a supervised
f 1 rming program for the Austin County High School.

I.

PLANNING THE PROGR,

WITH THE

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Vocati onal agriculture has been taught in the sealy
independent school district since 1948 .

The members of the

school board are composed of farmers and business men.

The

business men all own farms and are familiar with the working
or operation of the agricultural program .

The superintendent

is an owner of a farm and the principal of the Austin County
High School 1s a former teacher of vocational agriculture .
It can be assumed that the majority of the members of the
school board are familiar with the aim and objectives of vocational agriculture .

It is the responsibility of the vo-

cational agriculture teacher to acquaint the school administrators with the present program and the goals for the
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near future.

The instructor hopes to carry the principal

and superintendent on a field trip to visit a number of
supervised farming programs.

If as a result of these visits

a favorable impression is gathered, the superintendnet will.
inform the board members and ask them to v

it some of the

supervised farming programs.
When the annual program is completed by the students
and the important events are listed a copy will be mailed to
all board members with an invitation to be present at some
of the events and participate.

If it is possible some 2 x 2

slides will be made of outstanding supervised farming programs
to be presented at the annual dinner given for school beard
members at the Austin County High School.
Other methods of planning and getting cooperation of
administrators are by: (1) preparing news items for the paper,
(2) inviting them to classes and (3) inviting them to regular
• F. A. meetings.
II.

PLANNING ~ITH PAR

TS

In planning with parents the instructor will use a
combination of two methods.

The first method will be that

of contacting parents on the farm and discussing with them
some of the problems they think their boys sho ld study.
The second method will be that of having all parents
of boys who are enrolled or who will enroll in vooational
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agriculture that year meet with the vocational agriculture
teacher in their communities.

In these me etings the problems

of their sons will be discussed collectively .
will have two purposes .

These meetings

The first is to acquaint all parents

with the aims and objectives of vocational agriculture .

The

second purpose 1s to allow the parents to actually help in
planning the program of instruction for their boys .
III.

PLANHING WITH THE BOYS

The first step to be used when planning for supervised
farming programs for boys will be that of finding out where
we are.

To find out where we are, survey forms will be

distributed to each student enrolled in vocational agriculture.
The importanc e

and significance of these surveys will be

I

explained to the boys .

Students will be assited in class on

completing the forms .

The survey forms will then be carried

home by the students for correction by the parents .

The

parents will have already been informed about the surveys at
planning meetings before school opens .
The survey form when returned will be analyzed by the
student and teacher .

From this information and eval ation

of the home farming program will be made .
ation the results of the farming program

After the evalu111 be compared

the average for the county and with outstanding farming
programs of successful farmers .

it
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The objectives of each student will be determined in
terms of the abilities needed to overcome the problems
discovered .
The objectives of vocational agriculture will be used
as a gui~in determining the abilities needed .

An example of

this is, if it is found that boys receive less than the average
price for farm commodities it may be that the product was
marketed ~t the wrong time or it was not of good quality .
This would involve two ms:jor objectives of vocational agriculture.

The objectives would be (1) to produce farm

commodities efficiently and (2) to market farm products
advantageously.

Some of the abilities needed to produce

farm commodities e fficiently might be (1) to determine the
kind of farm productsto produce or (2) to control diseases
and parasites .

If the product was marketed at the wrong

time some of the abilities which might be needed are {l) to
interpret market demands and trends , (2) to produce farm
connnodities to meet market demands, or {3) to assemble
products for marketing .

These examples show that there

would be five objectives for a student which, of course
in all probability would not be all for one student, show
how planning with boys would set up objectives .

The combi-

nation of finding out where we are and where we are to go
brings up the question of how are to get there?
responsibility of the teacher .

This 1s the
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IV .

A PLAN FOR D~VELOPING PUBLIC RELATIONS

Judging from the number of inquiries coming from the
public it is the opinion of the writer that a stronger public
relations program is needed at the Austin County High School .
To accomplish some of the objectives of a public relations
program the following procedure will be used .
The objective of vocational agriculture will be ma e
up in terms clearly understandable to all .

Then it is the

responsibility of the teacher to make sure that people
clearly understand what the deplrtment plans to do .

This will

be accomplished by home visits to all parents of students
enrolled and those who plan to enroll .
Being a member of the Sealy Civic Club, the Cemetary
Club, and Agricultural Council the teacher will take advantage
of every opportunity to promote agriculture at the different
meetings.
The teacher will use as many of the mediums as is
pos s ible to publicize the department .

Having reviewed a

number of ways and means ior publicizing the department,
the following is a 11st of the ones the teacher could use:
1.

News items for local paper .

2.

Pictures denoting action of activi t ies in the
instructional program including all • • •
activities.

3.

Talks before groups .
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4.
5.

Posters made up of pictures of activities .
Personal visits .

6.

Telephone conversations .

7.

Conduct tours of farming programs .

8.

Exhibits of products produced or made in farm
shop .
V.

THE PRESENT SITUATION AND
PLANNED IMPROV:a.IENTS

In Chapter III the meaning of the activities that
should be included in a supervised farming program were
discussed briefly .

In this chapter the writer will set the

fra~ework for the different activities as they

ill be con-

ducted at the school where the problem originated .
In Chapter II it was discussed how the boys enrolled
in vocational agriculture fit into the county situation as
a whole .

It was pointed out that the facilities at home for

supervised farming programs for an ~er of boys are limited.
Each phase of supervised farming and certain limitations wider
each phase and a plan for each will now be discussed .

VI .

THE PRODUCTIVE PROJECT

The productive projects carried by boys should be
somewhat in keeping with the main farmin

activities of the

cornmuni ty and on the home farm of eac •

Belov is a list of
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the approximate importance of each aocor ing to the 1950
agricultural census :
1.

Cotton

2.

Beef cattle

3.

Corn

4.

Poultry

s.

Dairy and dairy products

6.

Swine

7.

Vegetables

a.

Peanuts

Cotton .

Acreage allotment for cotton t

fact that most of the far mers do not hnv

nou h cotton

it difficult to have many productive proj eta
he pra ent pro ram show

tht 10% of th

boys

ble to have cotton as a productive project .
p~oj ct

beer cattl

nroll
on

r

of t

probl m s1 ila. r to cotton

in that only 17% of th

T e cattle owned by th
1n nu b r .
th

1th cotton .

exc eed to acr
Be f Cattle .

b

m d with the

boy

pr nt

If a

c lf as a productiv

d to

nt rpris

it

income for the f mily and allo

on

th n the others .

y
chil

1s

rry

C

t

er
0

•

t d to a

co

tud nt 1

1

fr

0
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landlord .
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f
0

l
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Carn .

There are only a few restrictions on corn and

for the most part students do not have difficulty in securing
land for it .

Both tenants and landlords can release land for

corn without materially affecting the total income .
Poultry .

Poultry and poultry products could be profit-

able where students are living on their own farm .

Most

tenants are reluctant to build expensive laying or brooder
houses for fear they will become the property of the landlord in the event they have to move in the near fut re.

But

if an understanding can be developed with the parent and the
student that the project is mCEtly for experience, a number
of poultry enterprises could be developed .

These projects

would not yield much net profit .
Dairz Cattle .

The production of dairy cattle and dairy

products had not been practiced among Negroes of the county .
As has been previously indicated there is the problem of not

having enough land for pasture .
home farms for family use .

Some dairy cos ar

K

pt on

The state sanita ion las on th

production of dairy products for sale are strict on the
equipment and facilities where co.a are kept .

Tog t

equipment to become established in dairy farming 1nvolv
q

tea cash outlay which most of th

hav .

Some good dairy co,s

families .

boys' par n

ould be an asset

There is a pos ibility of som

boys

calves as projects to keep record on for family

do not

o many of

he

aving dairy
tion .
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Swine .

The production of swine has better possibilities

than any other livestock enterprise .

This is found in the

fact that (1) not much land is required, (2} little capital,
(3) equipment not too expensive, (4) a large amount of the
feed can be produced at home and (5) rapid turnover .
According to farm surveys of boys enrolled in vocational
agriculture 79% of the boys P3-rents have hogs on the farm .
In light of this information a number of projects in swine
should be encouraged.
Hay .

Hay as a produ~tive project might be well es-

tablished with the 17% of the boys who live on their own
farms.

Some new varieties could be established with tenant

farmers but as a general rule they ,ork with the landlord
in hay and take hay for pay thus giving them enough to winter
the few cows they are permitted to have .

Hay could be used

as a contribut~ry project in connection with the fe

members

iho are able to have cows as a project .
Vegetables .

Vegetables will be tried as a ne· source

of income with a number of boys .

The problem of getting

enough farmers to plant vegetables for commercial purposes
is yet to be solved .

Most vegetables require a consid r bl

amount of hand labor and the net profit is not as attractiv
as other enterprises in a cotton economy.
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The situation surround most of the crop enterprises
found in the communities are not altogether favorable as
can be seen from the brief explanation above .

When con-

sidering the facilities , interests, capabilities and
educational needs_of the boys it is believed that most of
the enterprises mentioned will receive some consideration
. and will be reflected in their supervised farming programs .
On the basis of the foregoing information it appears

that most of the boys should be encouraged to have grain as
a major project their first year .

Since corn is more commonly

grown in the county this the the crop that most boys should
have first .

This would r.ake it possible for them to acquire

livestock having home grown feed on hand at the time live stock is purchased.
In order to provide for the boys ,ho do not have
facilities at home, a group project in crops and livestock
111 be provided .

This project would almost have to be

completed between September and June because many students
live too far from the school area for it to be profituble
for them to pay transportation from their homes to the
school area to work with the project .

Thi

project, possibl

corn or small grain, could have the final cultivation before
June and could be harvested after September
reopens.

hen school

The livestock or poultry could be purchased after

school ~eopens and fed out before school closes .
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The storage problem for the same boys who otherwise
have no facilities will be solved by having the grain placed
in 100 pound bags and stored in the wareho~se .
A market outlet will be found for all commodities grown

by boys and are not common in the county .

The market and

mode of transporta tion wl ll be determined prior to the
planting of the crop .
VII .

SUGG ST~D I

ROV

ENT PROJECTS

The improvement pro,;ects are similar to productive
projects as it relates to ownership.

A home beautification

project has its greatest possibilities iitb the 25% of the
students whose parents own their farms .

Thirty -

e percent

of the boys have tractors whereas improvement projects could
be carried out in tractor maintenance and farm shop .

For

approximately 51% oi the students enrolled, the improvement
projects shouJ.d be of t he type that

ould not require much

money to curry it out to completion .
suggested list of improvement projects for stud nts
at the Austin County High School are :
1.

Eradic te

2.

Improve drive

3.

Home beautification

4.

Build

5.

Livestock im rov em nt

6.

Crop improve

01•

ests, rate, ants, pocket gop
ays

remodel farm bui din

nt

rs
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7.

Farmstead cleanup

a.

Improve farmstead layout

9.

Make repairs and improvements in the home

The improvement projects suggested does not include
all of the possibilities for such but ·they are representative
of the number that will not require large sums of money .
There will be other improvement projects that will receive
consideration as they are found necessary in planning with
the boys.

The interest, aptitude capabilities and educational

needs of the student will take priority over the selection
an improvement project .
After the improvement project has been sleeted by a boy
a number of jobs will be listed giving a number or points for
the boy and will also let the teacher lmow when the job is
completed.

The standard and scope of the project will also

be listed so that the project may be evaluated
completed.

hen it ia

All boys carrying the same improvement project

will be ~equired to do a certain number of jobs to complete
the improvement project .
VII.

SUF

ENTARY F

A plan similar to that used

ffi CTICES

1th improv m nt pro

Will be us ed with sup lementary farm practic s.

cts

It ·111 be

the responsibility of the instructor to provide for au plementary farm practices for boys who do not hav

opport

1ti s
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for such at ~ome .

When the boys interest has been determined

a survey will be made of his community to discover what
supplementary farm practices could be done by the boy .

rt

will take the cooperation of farmers in his area to provide
for this experience .

Special consideration will be given

those boys while on field trips or out doing community
service as castrating , vaccinating, or butchering .

The boy

who does not have the opportunity to learn at home should
have preference in actually performing the practice .

Another

method of providing opportunities for boys to carry out
supplementary farm practices is to carry boys on home visits
to other boys homes when supervising these practices .
When planning for supplementary farm practices with
the boys, precaution will be taken to select those practices
that the boy needs and have fair possibilities of actually
completing .
Below is a list of some of the more common supple mentary farm pre.ctices for Austin County .

These practices

Will be suggested to boys when planning .
1.

2.

Poultry
Kill and dress fouls for market and home
freezers
b . Eliminate mites from poultry house
c . Fit and sho~ poultry
d . Construct poultry equipment

a.

Swine
a . Plan a satisfactory ration and take c
feeding the breeding herd
b . Treat for lice, mange, and orms
c . castrate sev ral boars
d . Build hog lot quipment

rge of
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e.
f.

Butcher a hog and cut for deep freezer
Fit and show an animal

3.

Beef Cattle
a . Plan a satisfactory ration and feed herd
b . Butcher animal and cut up for deep freezer
c . Build equipment
d . Worm, control insects and vaccinate

4.

Corn
1 . Introduce improved variety
2 . Control insect and diseases

5.

Farm Shop
a . Paint building
b . Replece and glaze windows
c . Recondition and sharpen tools
d . Build screen windows

A score card will be devised so that each student

may 11st the supplementary farm practice to be completed
during the year .

Each of these practices wil

have a

standard or the number or amount to be done before the
practice is completed .

A

certain number of points will be

assigned each practice completed .

All of the supplementary

practices will be mder close supervision by the instructor .

CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY
I.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the situation in Austin County does not
appear ideal for the development of first class supervised
farming programs , much can be done to improve it .
It is the opinion of the writer based on the findings
of this study that the living standards of the family which
the student is a part will have to be elevated before the
desirable attitudes toward supervised farming programs will
be a t tained .

The living standards must be rai s ed to the

extent that boys may have more ownership in enterprises without materially affecting the income of the entire family .
The writer also concludes that the situation in Austin County
is not too different from those where a majority of the
students live in the city .

If satisfactory vocational agri -

cultural programs can be made in those places then it seems
possible in Austin County .
II .

IMPLIC TIONS

In vi~w of the information gathered in this study the
writer finds the following as evidence or implied:
1.

There has not been a good public relations program
to properly influence co . unity people to fully
cooperate with the program .
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2.

According to information found in the county
situation, Austin County is primarily a farming
center but the economic factors of the people
concerned indicates that they do not thrive
efficiently in the environment.

3.

From the amount of land available for Negroes to
farm there is no space for expansion or few places
for young farmers to enter into the occupation or
become es~ablished in farming.

4.

If improvements are to be made they will have to
be done with the present resources . It must be
reflected in, better yields per acre, labor
efficiency, and all approved practices that will
increase the family income .

III.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Having studied the situation carefully th~ writer
makes the following recommendations :
1.

That parents press for written agreements or leases
with landlords for a length of time that he can
make improvements and be rewarded for the improvements .

2.

That a system of selecting boys v1ho are interested
in farming and related occupations be worked out
with the school administration . This system
would eleminate a tremendous responsibility on
the :i;:art of the teacher trying to develop meaningful supervised farming programs with boys who are
·not interested in farming .

3.

That some farm land be provided by the school or
community farmers for boys to have group projects;
the pr~ducts from the land should be owned by the
boys solely for the purpose of profit and experience .

4.

That a better adult program
cation be formulated by all
of the county . If and. when
supervised farming programs

of agricultural eduagricultural a gencies
this is done better
will be developed .
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